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Grant Davis

Another successful AGM
We recently held another very

successful AGM at the Biscuit

factory. 
I would like to thank all the

members who attended and once

again to all the members who did

not attend, why not?

This is a once a year night where

you can discuss everything and

anything with the Committee, other

members and also the top brass at

TPH, so if you could not make it this

year then please try to attend next

year, I think you might like it.

Theme Park London
The Olympics are fast

approaching and to be honest,

I am fearing the worst for all of

us in London.
The only way (in my opinion) for

London to really hold a mega-

succsesful games would be to close

down the Capital whilst they are on.

I have recently spoken to friends

outside the taxi trade who run a

cleaning business and also a

delivery company and to be honest,

like us they are dreading the

Olympics.

We are in the middle of a deep

recession and for london to shut

down and stop people who run

business`s from working is

commercial suicide. With

companies having to buy new vans

due to the LEZ zones and now this,

I really have concerns that those in

power have no idea how business`s

operate.

War disabled golf day
Last month’s edition of the

Badge featuring the war

veterans visit to Arnhem

created a huge amount of

interest.
The London Taxi Benevolent

Association For War Disabled who

organised the trip are holding a Golf

Day on July 2nd. (see advert in this

edition of the Badge), I would urge

all you golfers out there to support a

worthy cause.

Addison Lee judicial

review update
I am constantly being asked

about the the judicial review

concerning Addison Lee

gaining access to Bus Lanes. 
The review is due to begin on the

17th June and sheduled to be

completed round about the 27th

July. In this edition I have included a

copy of the letter I received from

Met. Police Commisioner Hogan-

Howe replying to a letter I wrote

expressing my concerns over the

advice John Griffin had given to his

drivers (see letter opposite).

Editorial
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Despite assurances from the

likes of Mayor Boris Johnson

and TFL’s Peter Hendy that

taxi drivers will do well from

the Games, we at the LCDC

have serious reservations that

we will be able to travel

around town freely enough to

earn a living, due to all the

restrictions in place!
The Olympic handbook due to be

sent to every London Taxi Driver

has once again been delayed.

They are now due to be sent out

early July which does not give us

much time to adapt to all the

changes, to what we can and can’t

do.

TFL issued its starkest warning yet

to motorists to stay out of London to

avoid the disruption the Games will

cause. Twenty thousand official

Games vehicles will have

authorised use of the Olympic Road

network. This includes the

organising committee fleet of 5,000

BMW’S and coaches. The network

will be used by 1300 vehicles per

hour.

The full restrictions of the 109 mile

Olympic Road Network will now not

come into affect until 6am on the

25th July 2012, two days before the

opening ceremony. Half of Britain’s

line -painting work force involving

2000 workers  will be drafted in to

mark the roads over a 48 hour

period the weekend before the

Games. 1300 sets of traffic lights

will be adjusted to make it easier for

the Games vehicles to travel around

the City. 

The 64,000 dollar question is will it

be FEAST OR FAMINE for our

trade? Truthfully no one can say for

sure. Will Boris and Hendy’s

predictions be correct or did Ken

Livingstone have the right idea

when recently asked by the reader’s

panel of the Evening Standard what

should Londoners do when the

Olympic takes place? He said rent

your house out and take a nice

holiday!

FEAST OR FAMINE?
HOW WILL THE OLYMPIC 

GAMES AFFECT OUR TRADE?

THE OLYMPIC 

AND PARALYMPIC

ROUTE NETWORK
During the 2012 Games, London

will be turned into a massive

sporting and cultural venue. 

This will, of course, have a major

impact on the city’s roads, so

Transport for London (TfL) will be

putting in place the Olympic Route

Network and Paralympic Route

Network (ORN/PRN).

WHAT IS THE

ORN/PRN?
The ORN is a 109-mile network

of roads linking Games and

accommodation venues. 

It is vital to ensure all athletes,

officials and the world’s media get to

their events on time and keep London

moving. Thirty miles of the ORN

include Games Lanes (available only

to vehicles carrying the ‘Games

Family’ – the athletes, officials, media

and some sponsors).

WHEN WILL 

THE ORN/PRN

OPERATE?
The ORN and Games Lanes will

begin operating on Wednesday

25 July, and will end on Tuesday

14 August.

They will not be in force between the

Olympic and Paralympic Games. The

smaller PRN will also begin operating

two days before the Paralympic

Games on Monday 27 August and will

end on Tuesday 11 September. Once

events are completed at a particular

venue, such as Wimbledon, the ORN

will be removed.

CREATING 

THE ORN/PRN
A programme of temporary road

changes need to take place

ahead of the creation of the

ORN/PRN. This will include

installing temporary traffic islands

and barriers to simplify junctions

and changing around 1,300 sets of

traffic signals to prepare for the

expected increase in traffic.

To keep any impact to a minimum,

work is being carried out over a

four-day period beginning on Friday

20 July and finishing on Tuesday 24

July. Most of the works will take

place overnight but, depending on

weather conditions and restrictions

in certain areas, some daytime

working may be required.

CREATING GAMES

LANES
From Sunday 1 July, road

markings will be put down along

the ORN to create the Games

Lanes. This work is weather

dependent so it is not possible to

specify the exact dates but works

will take place overnight between

21:00 and 06:00. The Games Lanes

will not be operational and enforced

until Wednesday 25 July, so you will

be able to use them until this date.

During the Games, vehicles that

drive in the Games Lanes, load,

park or stop illegally on the

ORN/PRN will be removed and will

face a £130 Penalty Charge Notice.

It will take between 10 and 14 days

to create all the Games Lanes.

There will be advanced warning

signs along the route advising which

dates the works will take place. 

OTHER KEY 

ROAD CHANGES 
From Saturday 7 July:
Traffic direction through the

Kingsway Tunnel (Aldwych) will

be temporarily reversed to flow

southbound only. 

This will be vital for assisting

movement to and from the Media

Hub in Bloomsbury. The road will

return to normal in mid-August after

the Olympic Games, and the

change is not required for the

Paralympic Games. 

From Monday 16 July:
The M4 Games Lane will come

into operation owing to the

arrival of the Games Family

which include athletes, officials

and the world’s media. 

LATEST TRANSPORT FOR LONDON UPDATE
ON THE OLYMPIC ROUTE NETWORK
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From Tuesday 24 July:
The designated pedestrian

crossings and parking/loading bays

along the ORN will be suspended

and blocked off overnight. 

TfL will remove each section of the

ORN after it is no longer required.

These works will take place over a

number of nights.

It will be necessary to re-instate

some of the network for the

Paralympic Games and works will

take place overnight from 24 August

to 26 August. The PRN will be fully

operational and enforced from

06:00 on 27 August.

There will be additional changes to

roads and local parking around

Olympic venues. These are being

put in place by the organisers of

London 2012 to ensure that resident

and business parking is protected

and the venues can operate safely.

Full details of changes and timings

can be found at

london2012.com/local-residents.

ADVICE FOR 

ROAD USERS 
During the implementation

programme, roads will remain

open but there may be rolling lane

closures and local diversions,

which will be clearly signposted. 

Local access to properties will be

maintained but please do not park

along the ORN/PRN as cars may

be removed. If possible, do not

travel on the route while the work is

taking place. This will help you

avoid delays.

The work will not affect pedestrian

access, but may affect bus stops

along the ORN and information will

be provided on any affected stops.

From mid-July, motorists should

avoid central London, roads around

the ORN and Games venues.

Motorists should avoid the areas

around the road events on

competition days, such as the

Cycling Road Races on 28 and 29

July. Every day of the Games is

different, so if you must drive, plan

ahead and allow more time. Go to

getaheadofthegames.com to find

out how you can avoid the road

hotspots during the Games. 

PLANNING AHEAD 
To ensure that everyone begins

to plan their Games time travel,

please pass this information on

to colleagues and regular

contacts, and promote it through

any available communication

channels you may have.

In addition, all properties on or

within 400 metres of the ORN/PRN

will receive letters this month

outlining the works schedule and

offering advice for residents and

businesses to help them prepare

ahead and during the operation of

the ORN/PRN. 

If you wish to find out further

information, go to

getaheadofthegames.com 

KEEPING 

LONDON MOVING
TfL is committed to keeping

London moving throughout the

Games. To help achieve this, the

Games Lanes will operate as

flexibly as possible, and be open to

traffic when demand from Games

Family vehicles is low and capacity

is available. Signs along the route

will advise motorists when Games

Lanes are open to regular traffic

throughout the day. 

We apologise in advance for any

inconvenience that these essential

works may cause. You can find

details of the planned changes on

the ORN/PRN, the latest on the

build programme timetable and

other Games-related travel

information at

GetAheadoftheGames.com. You

can also follow @GAOTG on

Twitter, sign up online for email

bulletins or call 0843 222 1234.
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Micky Walker

LCDC Member

STRAIGHT FROM

THE GRILL
The Club’s AGM took place on

Tuesday 24th May. As has now

become customary, the meeting was

followed by a Q&A session with

representatives from LTPH. As on

other occasions Helen Chapman

(HC) attended but unfortunately John

Mason was unable to attend and

Tom Moody (TM) took his place.

The first question was how many

Yellow Badge (YB) drivers have lost their

licences since the introduction of the

“Identifiers” on 1st March for plying out

of area? There had been no actual

revocations to date but there had been

letters sent for non-compliance, 34 warnings

and several suspensions. There have been

regular compliance checks to make sure the

identifiers were actually being displayed and

drivers were in their ilcenced area while

plying.

Overall compliance rate is currently around

90%. To date, there have been around 1000

complaints re identifiers on the TFL website.

HC urged drivers to use this reporting tool to

help intelligence and information gathering.

Drivers are encouraged to use the tool to

report all forms of touting by PH.  Those

reporting should not however expect any e-

mailed progress reports as this would be an

inefficient use of enforcement resources.

LTPH are also using the APNR camera

network for these purposes.

Various hotspots had been identified,

including Clapham High St, Putney High St,

O2 Arena  and City Airport (LCA). Checks

have produced almost 100% compliance at

LCA and the O2. Inspections are planned

for Richmond soon and there are plans for

checking “moving traffic”, although the latter

requires a joint operation with the police as

enforcement officers do not have the power

to stop traffic.LTPH are aware of the practise

by some drivers to only show an identifier in

the front windscreen and are dealing with it.

LTPH are aware of a small number of taxi

drivers that are “waiting” ahead of the rank

at Waterloo Stn and have plans to deal with

this.

Sections have to be cut out of rear

screen taxi ads so that identifiers can be

clearly seen so why does this not apply

to PHVs with tinted windows? HC said

steps were underway to improve PHV

licences and this would probably result in a

change to a plate that will be distinct from

the plate on a taxi. It was asked why taxis

are barred from having tinted windows on

safety grounds but PHVs are not prevented

from having them? The answer was that

there had been no complaints from the

public re PHVs on this issue. 

PH touting remains a big focus despite

resources being allocated to enforcement of

identifiers. The meeting was reminded that

enforcement officer s do not have the power

of arrest so only the police can deal with

non-licensed touts. There are several more

joint operations being planned with the

police. Enforcement officers are on the street

s every night until 6.00am but most

operations are usually covert rather than “hi-

vis”. When licensed PH are caught touting,

the usual MO is for enforcement officers to

remove the passengers from the vehicle,

find them alternative transport and the driver

has his licence revoked. LTPH has asked

the Law Commission for clearer law on

touting, ranking, etc.

LTPH are taking steps currently to prevent

the sale of vehicles on E-Bay with PHV

licences still on the vehicles.

HC was asked about the touting that

continues at Abacus and Fabric

nightclubs. With regard to Abacus the legal

process continues but nothing can be done

about the PH operation there until after the

Diamond Cars appeal in July. Fabric

presents a particularly difficult problem.

Although LTPH would like to see a taxi rank

re-instated and the removal of temporary

barriers erected by the PH operator to

accommodate its PHVs, Islington council

appear to have little interest in dealing with

these problems. There are both “hi-Vis” and

covert enforcement operations at Fabric but

the problems remain.

When asked what positives the cab

trade can look forward to in the coming

12 months HC pointed out the work that

will be generated b y the Olympics.

Where was some doubt in the room as to

whether the Olympics would be of benefit to

the trade.

HC also pointed out that the Law

Commission (LC) review of taxi and PH law

could present us with opportunities as well

as threats. LTPH have concentrated their

dealings with the LC on gaining more

powers to deal with touts. LTPH have

recommended to the LC that London has

more detailed law with regard to taxis and

PH than elsewhere and should be left alone.

Also that perhaps the LC could learn from

London, rather than change the way London

operates. Even so, London requires more

enforcement powers and clearer definitions

of what constitutes touting offences.

HC was asked for an explanation as to

why taxi drivers need to pass an FSA

driving test in order to safely transport

the public but not PH drivers? HC stated

that the PH consultation process did not

indicate such a need for PH drivers and in

many cases, the larger PH operators

already train drivers to a standard higher

than that of the FSA.

Why are LTI vehicles not licenced as

PHVs in London while Mercedes Vito

MPVs are? HC  explained that iLTI vehicles

have historically been used as taxis prior to

PH licensing, while Vitos were used as

PHVs prior to licencing as taxis.  Secondly,

LTI vehicles are purpose built as taxis

whereas the Vito undergoes modifications in

order to be licenced as a taxi. 

It was claimed that some drivers are

not receiving licence renewal packs.

These packs are sent out approximately

four months before a current licence

expires. As there are no more temporary

cover notes does this mean such drivers

will be unable to work? No, this should

not be the case so long as no criminal

offences have occurred a new licence can

be issued fairly quickly and prior to the result

of the CRB check. In such cases, LTPH will

ensure the driver is issued with a new

licence speedily. Renewed licences are sent

out a week before expiry of the old licence

and drivers are advised that if this has not

been received three days prior to ecpiration,

they should contact LTPH

Why are drivers not notified of the need

for a medical where required? Medicals

are required at particular ages rather than at

licence renewal time. Thus, drivers are

notified of such a requirement and it should

not affect their licence renewal other than

occasions where the “age medical

requirement” and licence renewal fall

together.

HC was asked if there had been any

progress on the Addison Lee (AL) “us

lane” case? The injunction had been

successful on all counts and the judicial

review set for the 19th & 20th of June. This

is a matter for TFL rather than LTPH and

due to the ongoing procedures the issue

could not be discussed in detail. It was HC’s

opinion that it will take some time to resolve

this matter as the losing side would almost

certainly appeal the decision.  When asked if

this case will affect AL’s operator licence, the

answer was that any such decisions would

have to wait until the court case was settled.

HC was asked how many new badges

had been issued this year and Ms

Chapman did not have the figures to

hand. She was reminded that the club had

asked for monthly statistics on badges but

had no response from LTPH. HC intends to

sort this out.

HC was asked if LTPH will provide

funding for new ranks? She stated that

LTPH were not allowed to use licence

money for this purpose and the responsibility

falls on local authorities, other than on the

TFL road network. LTPH had suggested a

small levy of less than 1p on the tariff in

order to raise £80,000p.a. but this idea was

rejected. LTPH are seeking corporate

sponsorship to fund increased marshal

activities.

Walker on the March....

LEFT TO RIGHT: LCDC Chair Grant Davis, LT&PH’s Helen Chapman and Tom Moody
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Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

The current campaign

advertising the advantages of

taking a London taxi to

Heathrow Airport is well

organised and all trade

organisations are giving it their

support. 
On the return journey, the price of a

one-way ticket on the Heathrow

Express to Paddington is £19 and this

means a group of three people using

HEX have to shell out £57 plus the

cost of any onward transport they may

need at Paddington. But is the trades

advertising that concentrates on the

cost of a cab for four passengers too

restrictive ? Perhaps, we could

capture an even bigger share of the

Heathrow passenger transport market

by publicising the overall savings that

can be made by groups of three and

even two travellers who opt to travel

by licensed taxi. 

HALTS and Addison Lee
Transport for London has warned the

private hire trade that it has the power

to suspend the licences of minicab

drivers and proprietors who fail to

satisfy the licensing requirements.

John Griffin the boss of Addison Lee

could face prosecution for inciting his

drivers to commit the unlawful act of

driving in Londons bus lanes. TfL has

laid it on the line that Griffins drivers

are liable to personal prosecution if

they breach the traffic regulations. 

Meanwhile out at Heathrow the

directors of HALTS have been warned

by TfL that drivers who take part in

HALTS, fixed price voucher scheme

must use their meters at all times for

all compellable hiring's. New

regulations that will apply to voucher

hiring's have yet to be finalised by TfL

and it goes without saying that there

could be a clamp down at Heathrow at

anytime. Drivers who innocently

accept fixed price vouchers and dont

use their meters will only have

themselves to blame if they find

themselves in legal trouble. The

subject of fixed fares at Heathrow was

comprehensively covered by TfL in a

consultation document published in

November 2011. Any business that TfL

may consider as eligible to run an

official fixed price scheme at Heathrow

is going to have to go through a tough

selection process. Just because the

HALTS voucher scheme is up and

running - even if very badly - the

scheme should not be regarded as a

permanent feature of the Heathrow

Taxi System. For a start, TfL has

stated that an approved fixed fare

scheme would have to operate with its

own drivers and would not be able to

depend on using drivers waiting on the

Heathrow ranks. 

Heathrow Taxi Marshals 
The LCDC hasn't heard from the taxi

marshals with confirmation of who

they are and the rules they work

under. But Heathrow Police have

contacted LCDC chairman Grant

Davis and agreed that airport operator

BAA is statutorily obliged to pay all

costs of policing the airport. The Police

go on to explain that the withdrawal of

the taxi marshals service would in no

way adversely affect the safety and

security of passengers in the

terminals. The Police assert that

touting by minicab drivers is capably

dealt with by a tout squad of six

officers and all uniformed officers at

Heathrow are on the lookout for known

touts and touting offences. The LCDC

is far from finished making enquiries

about the taxi marshalling scheme but

at the moment we have established

that the Police do not accept

responsibility for the forty taxi

marshals. Just as the LCDC has

always suspected, the taxi marshals

don't have permission to by-pass the

feeder parks and there is every

possibility that the marshals have

made up the by-passing rule for

themselves. Feeder park dodging is a

criminal offence and written

exchanges between the LCDC and

BAA Heathrow are going include a

request for the name of any official

who gives the marshals permission to

ignore the drivers waiting in the parks.

It's going to be a difficult question for

BAA to answer, so in the meantime if

anybody at Heathrow has anything to

say in support of the marshalling

scheme, then some space will be

found for them in The Badge. What

the LCDC is looking for is cogent

argument as to why Heathrow drivers

are expected to allow forty taxi

marshals to have their own time-

keeping patterns and unfettered

access to the ranks. The LCDC is also

keen to find out if the marshals are

predominantly members of one

particular trade organisation. 

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

POLICE CONTINUE
RICKSHAW RAIDS
TWO pedicab drivers have been

arrested in a West End police

crackdown on dangerous rickshaw

vehicles.
Enforcement teams flooded the centre of

London with officers after complaints that

some drivers were jumping lights, going the

wrong way down one-way streets, racing

through congested traffic and parking up

where prohibited.

Two men were arrested during the latest

operation, under the Metropolitan Police Act

1839, which was drawn up to control the

use of horse-drawn carriages.

Emilio Ruiz (24) an economics student

from Seville, Spain, was charged under

Section 6 of the Act which prohibits people

“to stand longer than may be necessary for

loading or unloading or for taking up or

setting down passengers”.

A Romanian man in his 20s was also

charged after he dropped off  passengers

from a rickshaw on a pedestrian crossing.

Sergeant Christian Ardron is leading the

crackdown on rogue vehicles and said, “We

are not trying to get rid of pedicabs”.

TOO SOFT?
But Westminster Magistrates Court

heard a judge allege that a rickshaw

rider found guilty of racing another

pedicab through the streets of the

West End was undercharged.

Mr Islam (21) was fined £100 and ordered

to pay £145 costs but district judge Michael

Snow, said: “The defendant was observed

for some time and then stopped and

arrested. He could easily have faced more

serious charges.

“This has been undercharged. This was

potentially very serious. Cycling like this

through central London with passengers

and putting passengers, pedestrians and

drivers at risk is clearly very serious.

During the hearing, prosecution counsel,

Rav Chodha, said: “The defendant had

passengers in his pedicab and the nature of

his driving, weaving in and out of heavy

traffic, was causing a danger to both

passengers and other road users.”

Islam, from East Ham, admitted to a

charge of breaching Section 54 of the

Metropolitan Police Act 1839.

CRACKDOWN 
CARRY-ON
The police raids will continue, as

London mayor, Boris Johnson, said:

“I would love to ban them. But I can’t

because I don’t have the statutory

power. 
“We have looked into this endlessly, round

about a billion times, but we do not have the

power.

“I do think they are a danger. I often come

into conflict with them when I am cycling. I

don’t think they are safe.

“The police have instructions to to make

sure they go very hard on rickshaw riders

and pedicabs.”

*Articles taken from PHC Mag
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The LCDC recently attended

along with the LTDA and

UNITE to a meeting with THE

LAW COMMISSION, to discuss

their recently published

consultation paper Reforming

the Law of Taxi and Private

Hire Services.
The Commission explained that

the main purpose of the paper (all

241 pages of it!) is to thoroughly

examine existing law appertaining

to our industry.

Although some of the legislation

relating to our trade needs

modernising, The LCDC agrees

with Mayor Boris Johnson who

pointed out to the Law Commission

when he wrote to them (the letter

was published in the March 2012

edition of the Badge) that the

licensing of the Taxi trade in

London, does not require radical

reform, and that I would be

opposed to any legislation that

would undermine the current

system. 

However, we at the LCDC believe

the consultation process gives us

an opportunity to have some input

into our trade is governed. At our

meeting with the Commission,

Grant Davis and I brought up the

subject of Satellite offices and the

affect they have had on our trade.

They appeared quite shocked, and

went so far as to say, that they

thought that Private Hire had an

unfair advantage over the Licence

Trade. At that point, Grant Davis

made them the offer to come and

see for themselves the problems

satellite office was causing. 

The consultation process has

been extended until Mid –

September 2012.

Although on first reading, it would

appear that London will not be

affected compared with the rest of

the country. 

We do have serious reservations

concerning some of the proposals,

and are examining it in a much

greater depth.

THE LAW COMMISSION ACCEPTS LCDC’S
INVITATION TO COME AND SEE

SATELLITE OFFICES IN OPERATION
‘We at the 

LCDC believe

the consultation

process gives

us an

opportunity to

have some input

into our trade is

governed’
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There has recently been a few

taxis broken into at the iron

lung. 

Most of these break-ins have

occured at night, when there is not

many people hanging around at

the time.

Westminster does not provide

enough toilet facilities as it is, so

the last thing we need is not a

secure place to use. So please be

vigilant when leaving your taxi

unattended.

We are also getting reports that

taxis have been broken into in the

Mayfair area at night.

Finally after a few teething

problems the rank and now the

"no stopping except taxis" plate

is now in place at Shoreditch

House. The first sign was stolen

within hours of going up, not

only are they stealing our work

they are now stealing road

signs for scrap.

Driver numbers seem to be rising

that are using the rank as it seems

that this venue turns out a lot of

quality work. The main problem

we do have is that the satellite

office operator who works the

venue has two CBJ's (clipboard

Johnie) that work the corridor that

leads out of the venue. They

approach every customer that

leaves and tout jobs for  there

cars that are ranking up and

illegally plying for hire outside,

giving them a unfair advantage

over us sitting on the rank . I have

not seen them recording any

bookings at all which is also illegal

in fact, it is known within in the

trade that most operators that are

operating inside and outside

venues are failing to adhere to

LT&PH legislation.

What chance have we got when

LT&PH state "  When accepting

bookings at existing operating

centres in late night venues,

operators must comply with the

same requirements as any other

PHV operating centre. However,

experience has shown that

some operators regularly fail to

comply with regulations and

other conditions of licensing".

What is the point of LT&PH having

policies that they cannot enforce

as they have clearly stated that

operators regularly fail to comply

to with regulations and other

conditions of licensing!!

Ever since the new Piccadilly

two way system came in, I have

been puzzled to why

Westminster Council took away

the taxi rank at Fortnum and

Mason.

At the time of the consultation I

asked for the rank to be moved to

the kerb west bound or put into

Duke St Hill. All these ideas was

refused and Fortnum’s was left

without a taxi rank. This was a

surprise as Fortnum’s was

sponsoring the new road layout,

I had written to Fortnum’s asking

them to why they had not asked for

the taxi rank to stay and they were

unaware that it was being revoked.

So I’m glad to say that I have just

received a consultation paper for a

new taxi rank in Piccadilly for 3

cabs. But like always with the good

news comes the bad news, due to

a new crossing going in on St

James St we are going to be losing

a few spaces from the rank that sits

in the middle of the road by

Bennett St.

SHOREDITCH HOUSE UP AND RUNNING

The news that we would get a

rank at the new Bvglari hotel in

Knightsbridge was great news.

I had seen the drawings at the

consultation stage, wasn't happy

that it was to the left of the door

and asked for it to be moved to

the right. So I was a bit

disappointed to see it was put

down to the left of the main door,

and then even more disappointed

to see it erased the next day. It's

seems the residents are not happy

and don't want taxis on the rank

with there engines running. So we

get nothing and private hire now

seem to have settled in parking

illegally at night waiting for

customers from the Wellington

Club. I'm now trying to get the

rank reinstated and will keep you

informed.

RETURN OF FORTNUM AND MASON’S RANK

NEW RANK AT BVLGARI DISAPPEARS!!!

BREAK-INS AT THE LUNG
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Servicing by an LTC Service
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device, the LTI, London Taxis International and The London Taxi Company logos are all trademarks of LTI Limited.

www.londontaxisales.co.uk

info@londontaxisales.co.uk

0208 150 7560

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Looking to BUY or SELL a TX2 or TX4

Since the introduction of the

Identifiers, 12 Taxis have been

caught with fake IDs - these

are ongoing Police matters

and are going through the

courts. 
The LCDC has received information

regarding drivers not displaying

identifiers from the Police and LTPH

Compliance team as part of their

on-street enforcement work. In

addition to this LTPH have set up

their online reporting tool, so

members of the trade can report

missing identifiers directly to them.

(www.tfl.gov.uk/cabenforcement )

Between 1 March 2012 and 15

May 2012, a total of 108 letters

have been issued for non display of

identifiers. Of these, 34 letters were

warning letters to drivers following

direct police or Taxi Private Hire

compliance activity, broken down

into 27 suburban drivers and 7 All

London drivers. 

The remaining 78 letters that have

been sent were advisory letters

where TfL has received multiple

reports regarding the same vehicle

through our intelligence reporting

tool. It is not recorded whether

these letters have been sent to

suburban or All London drivers. This

letter advises the driver / vehicle

owner that the vehicle has been

reported to TfL a number of times

and that if found by the police or our

compliance team then enforcement

action will be taken.

As the taxi driver licence identifier

is a newly introduced scheme and

has been in place for only three

months, we have allowed a few

weeks bedding in period before

carrying out full compliance and

enforcement activities. There are, of

course, also many legitimate

reasons why a driver may not be

displaying his/her identifiers; for

example if they have reported to us

that their identifiers are lost or

stolen or if they are not working at

the time. 

Overall, LTPH’s on street operations

have indicated that the vast majority

of the current 25,150 taxi drivers

are compliant with the scheme.

LT&PH TURN UP THE HEAT ON NON
COMPLIANCE OF IDs

Danny Sullivan, Compliance Officer, LCDC
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Hello fellow London taxi drivers,

At the recent London Cab Drivers’

Club AGM in May the turning circle

requirement was put to the

membership in attendance to be voted

on. Overwhelmingly the members

voted to keep the U-turn requirement

as condition of fitness and here are

the arguments that I put to the

membership.  I am not a supporter of

any particular manufacturer having

spent over five years in a variety of

vehicles: two years TX4, two years

Vito in anger at LTC’s failings, one

year Fairway, currently a TX1 and

looking for a Metrocab to try before

they die.  No prizes for guessing my

favourite!

The ‘U’ turn capability and skill

required to effectuate is synonymous

with the iconic and World renowned

LTC black taxi and is one of the few

unique selling points (USP) that we

have left to help us hold on to work.

As one LCDC member reminded me;

a brand is worth a million to which I

replied – hundreds of millions ..and a

shame drivers still buy colours other

than black.  The LTC continues to

trade at a loss* and is currently

supported by its bankers and Geely

from China.  Opening up the market to

vehicles with a poor ‘U’ turn capability

is likely to result in the LTC vehicle

ceasing production. That would be the

most spectacular own goal this

industry has ever witnessed and if

happens our PH competitors will be

swinging from the chandeliers with

delight.  We will become a laughing

stock.

The ‘U’ turn enables drivers to get to

customers (sometimes with

disabilities) quickly and efficiently

without the need to go flying past,

worse still brooming, to find turn

around streets or a place suitable for a

3-point turn.  24,700 taxi drivers doing

3-point turns all day will have its

consequences, safety not least.  Many

of our hard core customer base are

not impressed by the Vito, they love

and respect the iconic LTC and its

unique features.

We hear a lot about the cost

argument; competition from the Vito

has not resulted in cheaper vehicles

from either LTC or Mercedes although

the TX4 has never been better value

when inflation is taken into account.

The Vito has become spectacularly

expensive and the current financing is

effectively a rental deal with drivers

handing back the vehicle after three

years.  What most of our industry fails

to remember is that all costs are

factored into the metered fare so

cheaper vehicle prices eventually feed

through to reduced fares, although not

enough for customers to notice and

win back sales.  Furthermore, a

saving of £8,000 per vehicle is an

increase profit of £10.26p per week

(before tax) over a 15 year vehicle life

cycle.  Is it worth losing such an iconic

customer winning vehicle for a few

pounds per week gain in the short

term, assuming competitive vehicles

actually do last 15 years?  Imports are

unlikely to have the longevity of an

LTC and the handy network of low

cost independent servicing garages all

over the capital. 

LTC London Taxi £36,000 (excl.

interest)  over 15 years is £2,400 per

year base cost

Alternative vehicle £28,000 (excl.

interest) over 15 years is £1,867 per

year base cost

Alternative vehicle £28,000 (excl.

interest) over 10 years is £2,800 per

year base cost

The limited choice of ‘U’ turn vehicles

is a direct result of manufactures’

reluctance to finance development in

such a small fleet.  The lack of driver

expansion has also created a situation

where we failed to meet London’s

increasing need for taxis and that need

has been fulfilled by private hire.

However, opening up the market to

non ‘U’ turn vehicles will not save

money, it will finish us off.  Choice is a

fine thing but not the Holy Grail, at the

end of the day it’s a choice between

the lesser of two evils. Your opinion on

this matter should be put to TfL and the

trade association that represents you.

Yours truly, Steve Buckle

*[£1.3m to 31st Dec’ 2011. Share
price 900p in May 2007, 25p June
2012]

TURNING CIRCLE - use it, support
it, or lose it - a personal point of view by Steve Buckle, LCDC Member
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WE’RE THE BAD
BOYS AGAIN
I was reading TfL Agenda Item

6 online regarding taxi fares.

It’s an interesting read,

especially regarding Olympic

plans and can be found by

clicking onto:

http://www.tfl.gov.uk/assets/do

wnloads/corporate/Item06-

020212-Board-Taxi-Fares.pdf. 
Here’s an extract found in section

6.5:

Charging higher taxi fares during

the Games attracted widespread

negative media coverage during the

consultation and a number of

complaints. The Transport Secretary,

Justine Greening, also commented

on the proposal in an interview with

the Evening Standard and said that

when tourists visit London they

needed to “feel like it is affordable to

come back”.

The above statement was in

response to the LTDA’s suggestion

of a 20% increase during the

games. Whether you agree with the

LTDA or not is by the by; the

inference is that we would be putting

the tourists off returning to London if

we put our fares up. So, the hotels

raising their prices by up to 300%

will not be a deterrent, then?

By the way, Justine, if London

finds itself short of taxis don’t blame

us – we’ll do our best – just ask TfL

why they decided to scrap over

2,500 taxis in the year London

hosted the Olympic games. Better

still, just look into their eyes – then

you’ll know.

PROMISES,
PROMISES

If my memory serves me right I

thought the target for a fuel subsidy

was set at around £1.50 per litre. At

the time it was a ridiculous figure

that seemed out of reach, but that,

as we all know, was soon to become

the norm. So, TfL decided that they

should move the goal posts a bit

(quite a lot, actually) because now

we won’t see a subsidy (in the form

of a 40p extra) unless fuel prices hit

179.7 per litre between the dates of

14 April 2012 and 6 April 2013 and,

if implemented, would not extend

beyond 6 April 2013.

How kind of them! Of course, if

diesel prices keep on rocketing then

the goal posts will moved even

further apart. Don’t take us for fools,

TfL – Just give us the f***ing extras

back.

At least they’ve had to show their

hand – they don’t want us for the

main Olympic games, running the

IOC slapheads about, but they

expect us to turn out in force to

service the Paralympics – even

though we will be short of over

2,000 wheelchair accessible taxis.

They are treating us with contempt,

as usual.

The Director of London Taxi and

Private Hire is Mr. John Mason.

Many of us have met him (he’s even

been to the airport canteen), so if

you want to contact him to discuss

any of the above, or for any other

trade related issues, his phone

number is 020 3054 1537, or you

can email him on

JohnMason@tfl.gov.uk.

The return of 
The Nut Behind The Wheel 

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553
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Ridley Scott, the director of the original

Alien film back in 1979, returns to the

science fiction genre and brings all of

his filmmaking expertise with it. It’s a

film that takes place before Alien but

instead tells a brand new story.

Set in the late 21st century, the story centers

on the crew of the spaceship Prometheus as

they follow a star map discovered among the

remnants of several ancient Earth cultures.

Led to a distant world and an advanced

civilization, the crew seeks the origins of

humanity, but instead discovers a threat that

could cause the extinction of the human race.

This reviewer had the pleasure of watching

the film at the IMAX and thoroughly

recommends seeing that way. The 3-D

actually works and adds to the experience. On

the acting side of things, Michael

Fassbender's android character David was the

standout of the movie.  Also good were Noomi

Rapace and the supporting cast including

Charlize Theron and Idris Elba. Scott and his

team keep the film going at a very good pace

with emotional beats and scares at the right

moments.

Prometheus manages to bring a story that

works not just as its own film but also as a

prequel but then cleverly leaves itself open for

its own sequel. 

Prometheus (15)

GREEN LIGHT

RED – Stop, don’t bother

wasting your money

AMBER – It’s alright, go 

if you want. Or wait for the

DVD 

GREEN – Put your foot

down, go and see it.

Film 2012 
by Norman Barry

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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Blamed it on Rio?

Isn’t it weird the controversy

concerning Rio Ferdinand?  
We are led to believe that the former

England captain’s exclusion from the Euro

2012 squad, which has now arrived in

Poland, is down to football reasons. It is the

sort of broad term that we have become

used to hearing from exceptionally bright

people who do not want to answer direct

questions. Anybody remember the former

President Bill Clintons " I did not have

sexual relations"? 

Anyway as with all things contrived fate

has a wonderful way of slapping you in the

face. Injuries have meant that those

footballing reasons have come under even

greater scrutiny. Are you really telling me

that Rio Ferdinand does not make it into this

present England team on merit?

Remember Manchester United without their

captain and talisman, Nemanja Vidic, came

within goal difference of winning the

premiership with Rio like a giant in the heart

of defence. I guess I have betrayed an

opinion right? 

Whatever happens in Poland and the

Ukraine, with John Terry's trial and one

imagines a whole hose of premiership stars

being called as witnesses, the Olympics

may well have competition in terms of news

coverage this summer

Well done Chelsea!
Congratulations to Chelsea for

winning the Champions league. 
I think Gary Neville was right when he

said that sometimes it is written. I do

wonder about clubs though.  Chelsea are

looking for a new manager. For what

exactly? What about rewarding loyalty

and indeed success? Chelsea have told

Roberto Di Matteo they would like him to

remain as manager; with sources at

Stamford Bridge increasingly confident

the Italian will still be in charge at the

start of the new season, but why the

delay?

Tottenham are no better, I am hearing

that there might be serious problems with

the Harry Redknapp contract

negotiations. Spurs chairman Daniel Levy

apparently favours a one year rolling

contract. Is this the same club that was

going to fight so hard to keep him when

they thought England were after him? Oh

dear how Harrys stock has fallen. I would

just like to point out that Spurs have had

three consecutive top five finishes under

this manager for the first time since the

Beatles and that when he arrived they

were in danger of being relegated

What did you make
of the Jubilee?
What have you cabbies made of the

Royal Jubilee celebrations then? 
I must admit to being slightly indifferent to

them when it all started. I mean what was

there to celebrate? Her Majesty had ruled

for 60 years but what did that mean to me

and other ordinary folk who were

struggling in the recession?

How wrong I was. It is absolutely vital that

we smile that we come together and have

a great time and nowhere do they do that

better than here in London.

Go on tell me you weren’t smiling when

you saw all of those boats. That you were

not amazed when you saw Grace Jones

with those legs and that hula-hoop. 

Tell me that there is not something

special about an 86-year-old Great Granny

who has seen 12 Prime Ministers, 6

Archbishops and 6 Popes. Who has taken

us from Empire to the Commonwealth.  It

is ok to smile to hold your head up and be

proud to be British. Happy Anniversary

Your Majesty

Eddie Nestor 

BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 

RumShop: Fridays from 10pm 

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black

Manchester United Redcast

by Uncle Eddie Nestor
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Froch Turns On The
Power To Destroy
Bute In Five Rounds
Carl Froch produced almost the

perfect display to destroy Lucien

Bute in five rounds in his home

town of Nottingham.
With this stunning performance Froch

can now look forward to big pay days in

his future fights within the super

middleweight elite.

In the five rounds the fight lasted,

Froch landed an outstanding 77 head

shots which had Bute reeling on the

ropes like a sailor on a night’s leave in

Portsmouth.

Rob McCraken, Froch’s trainer, said:

“Carl is a special fighter. He listened

intently, prepared meticulously, and did

everything I asked of him both before

and during the fight. He can go on to do

become a boxing legend”.

Eddie Hern, Froch`s promoter, believes

that after the way Bute was totally

destroyed he would not want to take out

the rematch clause in his contract.

Audley Harrison On
The Comeback Trail
Yes, who said you can t̀ teach an old

dog new tricks but the former

Olympic Champion Audley Harrison

put in a dazzling display even at the

ripe old age of 40 to stop his 30 year

old opponent Ali Adams in four

rounds at the Brentwood Centre.
Bearing in mind this was Audley`s first

outing since the one way defeat his suffered

at the hands of David Haye back in

November 2010. Harrison moved well and

found his range early on to stop Adams with

a right hand which put Adams down - only to

get to his feet but the referee stepped in and

stopped the contest.

Adams had boasted on Twitter that he was

going to stop Harrison in four rounds but

Audley had the last laugh. 

Harrison went on to Twitter and declared “

Ì m back�poetic justice to end it in four after

he said I would be on the floor”.

With an  array of heavyweights in England

at present, who would bet against Audley

Vs Price, Fury, or even the Chisora?

Love him or hate him Audley just won’t take

no for an answer.

Love boxing... Love Buncey

BOXNATION

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

The month of June can only mean

one thing to racing fans, ‘Royal

Ascot’, in my opinion the best flat

meeting of the season.  The ground

at this time of the year is usually firm

so beware of soft ground with further

rain forecast.

The meeting kicks off on Tuesday 19th

June and the two main races are The Queen

Anne Stakes and The Kings Stand Stakes. 

The Queen Anne Stakes

There are races for punting and races for

just watching, this falls into the latter.  Frankel,

trained by Sir Henry Cecil, unbeaten in ten

races  is a wonder horse and at odds of ¼ on

you just have to watch and enjoy such a

marvellous horse.  If you must have a bet do

a straight forecast Frankel to beat

Excelebration.

The Kings Stand Stakes

Bated Breath (9/2) will be a popular choice

having beaten Sole Power (8/1) in The

Temple Stakes when breaking the course

record, needs firm ground!

Ortensia (6/1), this Australian mare won the

Al Quoz Sprint in Dubai being Sole Power one

and a quarter lengths.  The Aussies have a

good record in this race.

The horse I like is the New Zealand

contender Little Bridge (12/1). Although he

hasn’t won a group one the trainer believes

he has found the key to this horse in that he

runs well fresh so the fact he hasn’t run since

April is in his favour. I recommend a 1 point

each way.

Wednesday 20th June

The Prince of Wales Stakes

One of the best races of the meeting.  There

are no odds available as we go to press.  The

French horse ‘Cirrus Des Aigles’ won the

group one Champion Stakes at new market

last season and is a top horse.

Carlton House, the Queens horse just failed

to land the Derby last year (and a massive bet

for The Marksman) and could be a horse to

be reckoned with now he is being dropped

back two furlongs to one and a quarter miles.

So You Think, trained by Aidan O’Brien is a

multiple group one winner and could well start

favourite.  I would recommend a 1 point each

way bet Carlton Parade (could be 8-10/1)

The Royal Hunt Cup

Arabian Star (16/1), trained by Andrew

Balding would have a good chance off a low

weight as e is a progressive horse but has

never won on softish ground.

Edinburgh Knight (16/1) won over 7 furlongs

at this course last year and run a good race to

be fourth in this years Lincoln Handicap. Paul

D’arcys 5 year old is in great form and should

go close

My selection is the Charles Hills Captain

Bertie (14/1).  He was disappointing last year

when beaten favourite three times.  This year

he is starting to show his true ability.  He was

unlucky in the Spring Mile (fourth) but made

amends in The Spring Cup.  He won’t mind

any ground and I think is a 2 point win bet.

Thursday 21st June

Ascot Gold Cup

For me the race of the meeting and the best

bet of the meeting.  Run over 2 miles 4 furlongs

one of the longest races on the flat.

Saddlers Rock (5/1), trained by John Oxx,

was highly progressive as a three year old last

season.  Beaten four lengths by Opinion Poll in

the 2 mile 2 furlong Doncaster Cup will be a

danger to all.

Opinion Poll (8/1), trained by the Godolphin

Stable has been successful in group 3’s and

group 2’s but can he step up to a group 1?

Joshua Tree (20/1), Colour Vision (6/1) all

have major claims but for me the bet of the

meeting is last years winner Fame and Glory

(2/1), trained by the master of Ballydoyle, Aidan

O’Brien, he has had one run this year when

landing The Vintage Crop Stakes under a big

weight over an inadequate 1 mile 6 furlongs.  I

feel this is a confident 5 point maximum bet.

Friday 22nd June

Coronation Stakes

A group 1 for three year old fillies and is the

highlight of the Friday card.  There are no prices

as we go to print.  Aidan O’Brien may well be

doubly represented by Homecoming Queen,

winner of the English 1000 Guineas but beaten

seven lengths in the Irish 1000 Guineas.  She

needs soft ground to show her best.  Maybe

was third in the English 1000 Guineas and was

an unlucky fifth over 1 mile 4 furlongs I  The

Oaks but to 1 mile she should be competitive.

Mick Channons Samitar, winner of the Irish

1000 Guineas, is a filly on a steep upward curve

and must go very close.  However should the

French filly Beauty Parlour come over to take a

chance she would be the selection.  A winner of

the French 1000 Guineas she seems a real

superstar.  I would recommend a 2 points win

bet.

Saturday 23rd June

Diamond Jubilee Stakes

A race to savour, not for betting in.  The

Australian wonder mare Black Caviar (4/9)

arrives in the UK unbeaten in 21 races, 11 of

them groups 1’s.  The only worry would be the

11,000 mile trip but to be honest she could run

at only 80% right and still win easily.  I cannot

oppose.

Society Rock, second in 2010 and winner of

this race last year, loves the track but Black

Caviar really is something else.

Wokingham Handicap

We finish with the most competitive handicap

at the Royal meeting.  Run over 6 furlongs you

could pick half a dozen selections and not get

one in the first four but I will give it a go.

King of Jazz (25/1), third in The Victoria Cup,

this Michael Bell trained horse has excellent

credentials.

James Fanshaws Macs Power (16/1) won his

race last year but on the wrong side and has

been placed in a couple on handicaps this

season and is one to consider.

My idea of the winner is Alben Star (14/1),

trained by Richard Fahey, who loves nothing

better than having a winner at royal Ascot.  His

horse posted a career best effort when fifth to

Maarek in a handicap at Newmarket.  With

plenty of improvement to come I recommend a

1 point each way bet.

Anyway, Be Lucky and don’t give too much to

those awful bookie chappies!

The Marksman
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Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for £56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

CLUB CLASS 
PACKAGE

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Piece of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW AIRPORT
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport

working hard on the 

trades behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint

Ranks committee working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “ Cab 

Trades “ reaction. The 

Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with

the Mayors Office, TFL ,

LTPH, Corporation Of 

London, BAA, and all Local

Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 

your badge and bill due to

your health? As a member 

of the Club, we can 

alleviate the stress by 

dealing with the 

authorities on your behalf.



FAIRWAY FOR SALE
Taxi fairway driver n reg 1996  red vinyl roof sun roof auto 

plated till 12/12/2012. 
Taxed, new power steering box, new master cylinder, 

4 new tyres all fitted when overhauled very good condition, 
drives very well driver retiring, still has meter in it, 

all ready to go to work, very nice cab, 
ALL FOR £1200 

tel: 01304852700  or 07530349112
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0208 732 5525

Also at Devonshire House Stanmore HA7 IJ8

Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

�Overhauls
�Servicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING

Dunlace Taxi
Services Ltd

Drivers Wanted
Cabs to Rent

Fairways, TXI’s, 
TXII’s and TX4’s

Overhauls
Service and Running Repairs

Units 10-11 Period Works
1 Lammas Road, 
Leyton E10 7QT

Tel: 020 8558 4240
Mobile 07988 424533

DALSTON
STEAM

CLEANING
Taxis Steam Cleaned

& Undersprayed
While You Wait

To PCO Standard!

Unit 17 Period Works
1 Lammas Road,
Leyton E10 7QT
020 8558 9945

For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£6.50 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

Tx4 for rent

Gold spec
£210 p/w
AA and full backup
Well maintained small fleet

Call Adrian: 07956 384 230

thelcdc@aol.com




